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ABSTRACT 
The gametic algebra for a Sm-ploid population with n + 1 alleles has the following 
property: 
The automorphism group of the algebra is isomorphic to A(n), the 
affine group of R “. (1) 
This fact leads to an interesting algebraic problem: the classification of all bark 
algebras having the property (1). A type of bark algebras, namely a-algebras, is 
defined by prescribing their automorphisms. These algebras have dimension (“??) 
and verify (1). We construct a class of a-algebras that are closely related to gametic 
algebras and give a classification of all a-algebras in the case 1~ m < 5, n arbitrary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A baric algebra is an ordered pair (A, p) consisting of a real nonassocia- 
tive algebra A of finite dimension and a nontrivial homomorphism p : A -+ R. 
p(x) is called the weight of x, and p the weight fin&ion of A. A genetic 
algebra is a real nonassociative algebra for which there exists a basis 
cc, c i, . . . , c, with a multiplication table satisfying the following conditions: if 
cicj = Chijkck then X, = 
i,j>O and kc 
1, Xojk=Xjok=O for k <j, and Aijk=O for 
, max(i, j). Such a basis is called a canonical basis. Any 
genetic algebra is bark, since the linear form p defined by p(c,) = 1, 
p(ci) = 0 (1 Q i < n) is a homomorphism. The A, .j are independeht of the 
particular canonical basis, since they are proper v aJ ues of any linear transfor- 
mation y + xy, x an element of weight 1. They are called the left train roots 
of the algebra. 
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Let G(n + 1,2m) be the gametic algebra of a 2m-ploid population with 
n + 1 alleles Da, D,, . . . , 0,. Each monomial in the D’s of degree m repre- 
sents one of the gametic types of the population, and so the algebra has 
dimension 
i ’ 
“L n . As was shown by Gonshor [7], this algebra is genetic, the 
elements o a certain canonical basis can be represented formally by the 
monomials D,“-P(Da - Dr)‘l . . . (Do - D,)‘n with ii + . . . + i, = p, and 
the multiplication table is given by 
= (~~q)~1(p~q)l)om-(p+9~(~~-~l)i~+j~...~~~_~~~~~+~n 
i 
if p+qQm, 
0 if p+q>m. 
We shall write i* for the multiindex (iI,.. ., i,), where each i, is a 
nonnegative integer. The order Ii*1 of i* is defined by Ii* I= ii + . . . + i,. 
Given real numbers a i j,. . . , 
A’.* The monomial Xi1 . . 
a,,, j, we shall denote the product a2j . . . akj by 
I . 1 . Xk will be indicated by Xi*. 
In this paper, V will be a fixed real vector space of dimension 
We fix a basis X of V and denote its elements formally by the monomi 
XmPPXi* of degree m in the variables X,, Xi,..., X,. We order this basis 
lekographically; then Xr is the first, X,“-‘Xi the second, and so on. If VP 
is the subspace of V generated by all monomials of degree m - p in the 
variable X,, then V may be written as V = VO@ . . . @V,. We fix also the 
linear form o onvgiven by w(Xr) = 1, w(X~-~X’*) = 0 (1~ p < m). Given 
a real matrix a = (aij) (0 < i, j < n), we define the linear operator a* of V 
by a*(X,“-PXi, . . . Xi,) = up + . . . + u,,, (ui E V,), where 
vp+k = 
m-kzAijAii; . . . Aiix;;-(p+k)xi$+ ... +i; 
(the sum is taken over all multiindices iz, i;, . . . , ip* such that Ii,*1 = k and 
Ii:] = . . . = lip*1 = 1). It follows that a*(V,) c VP@ - * 1 @V,, because VP is 
generated by all monomials X7-PXi, . * . XiP. Denote by A* = A*(m, n) the 
set of all linear operators a* where a is in A(n), the affine group of R”, i.e., 
a oo- - 1, aoj = 0 (1 <j 6 n), and the submatrix (aij)r4i,j4n is invertible. 
PROPOSITION 1. The map a E A(n) + a* E A* is an isomorphism of 
groups. 
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Proof. This may readily be verified. n 
We call the elements of A* the a-operators of V. Throughout the paper 
the term “bark algebra” means an algebra over V for which o is a weight 
function, except in the case where another weight function is given. 
2. THE CLASS Q 
The structure constants of G(n + 1,2m), relative to the above canonical 
basis, are completely determined by the left train roots of the algebra. This 
fact suggests the definition of the class &? = Q(m, n) of genetic algebras. This 
class consists of all algebras over V having the following table: 
(x,m-pp*)(xgm-qxo*) = ~p,p+qxr(p+q)xu*+“* ;theP;s(y m, 
i 0 
c-4 
Here, the left train roots tl,..., t, are chosen arbitrarily and the remaining 
multiplication constants are then defined by the following linear scheme: 
(I,<P<Z). (3) 
The salient feature of Q is that its members generalize the gametic algebra 
G(n + 1,2m), which is the member of D determined by 
tl=i”y)-‘(l;) (O<Z<m). 
WeconsidernowtheaffinehyperplaneH= {(y,,...,y,)~IW~+‘:y~=l} 
and establish a correspondence between points of H and algebras in Q as 
follows: to each point P = (to, t,, . . . , t,) of H we associate the algebra A(P) 
in D whose left train roots are t,, t,, . . . , t,. Since isomorphic algebras have 
the same left train roots, to distinct points of H correspond nonisomorphic 
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algebras. Thus, the correspondence 
is one-to-one. As we shall see in the subsequent sections, the members of L? 
that satisfy a relevant “nondegeneracy” condition correspond to points in the 
subset H, of H formed by the points P = (to,. . . , t,) whose coordinates 
verify the conditions f(k) z 0 (2 < k < m), where 
Note that H, = H in the case m = 1. We denote by 3, = !&(m, n) the image 
of H,. 
The rest of this paper is independent of any geometric aspect, but we 
would like to notice that the class fI is an affine hyperplane of the m + l- 
dimensional vector space generated by A,, A,,. . . , A,. Here, Ai is the 
algebra that corresponds to the point of H having 1 in the first i + 1 
coordinates and 0 in the others. For, as it may readily be verified, we have 
A(P)=(t,-t,)A,+(t,-t,)A,+ ... +(t,_,-t,)A,_,+t,A,, 
for any P E H, i.e., A(P) is a convex combination of the algebras A,, . . . , A,,, 
(see [12, p. 1041). On the other hand, an arbitrary convex combination 
A=&A,+ ... + &A, is no more than the algebra A(Q), where Q is the 
point of H with ith coordinate equal to pi + /Ii+ r + . . . + &. 
The precise form of the recurrence relation (3) appears as consequence of 
the requirement that the products be preserved by the group A*. We proceed 
by investigating this aspect of the class 9. 
We have the following identity: 
One can prove this by induction on k. The case k = 0 is trivial, the case k = 1 
follows by induction on p, and then the case k > 1 follows from the 
hypothesis of induction. 
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The identity (4) will play an important role through the paper. For 
instance, by making use of it, we may easily verify the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf A is an algebra in a, then any a-operator is an 
automorphism of A. 
Conversely, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf A* is a subgroup of the automorphism group of a 
bark algebra A, then A is a member of Cl. 
Proof. In fact, it is enough to require that products be preserved by the 
a-operators a: (1~ i Q n), b*, and c*, where a i, b, and c are the following 
elements in A(n): 
ai -e + eli + . . . + ei_l,i + ej+l,i + . . . + eni, 
b=e+e,,, c=diag(1,2,3,5 ,..., p,) 
[eij is the matrix whose sole nonzero entry is a 1 in the (i, j) position, e 
denotes the identity element in A(n), and p, is the nth prime number]. For, 
if X,“X,“‘=X,“+u,+ ... + 0, (vi E V,), then c*(ul) = u1 (l< Z< m). On 
the other hand, writing ur = C,,.,,Ia$X,“-‘X”*, we obtain c*(u)) = 
C,,.,=[(Y1!)2”’ * * * pzx,“-‘X”‘. Thus, vl = 0 (1~ I Q m), and so X7 is an 
idempotent. Now, let (p, q) # (0,O). If wI denotes the V,component 
of (X,m_PXU *)(X7-9X0*), then c*(wr) and 2”1+“1 . . . p>+“n~~ are, 
respectively, the components of c*[(Xc-PXU*)(Xr-qX”*)] and 
c*(x,m-“xU’)c*(x,m-qx”*) in the subspace V,. Therefore, 
where wr = &_Ipl!f)X,“-‘Xi*. This identity occurs in two cases: i* = U* + O* 
or w,=O. It follows that w,=O if Z# p+q and wI is a multiple of 
X~-~X”*f”* in the case 2 = p + q. Denote by t, the left train root of A 
relative to X2-l Xi. If we apply the a-operator a: to the identity 
x,m(x,m-rx;) = t,X, m-[X:, we obtain that t, is the left train root relative to 
any monomial X~-‘XU*. 
Now, assume that n > 1 and p + q G m. We assert that 
(+ E q (5) 
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for all u*. This is clear in the case p = 0. If p > 0 then oi = 0 for some i. We 
already know that (X~-pXp)(X~-qX”*)= CQX~-(P+~)X~X”*, for some LYE. 
in [w. Applying the a-operator af to this identity, we obtain (5) in the case 
p > 0. Analogously, we have 
(xyy*)( xom-Px"*) = ~"*x~-(P+qyU*+u* (A*-) (6) 
for all u*. 
Next, from the fact that t,_, is the left train root related to X~-(‘P’)X~-’ 
and that b* preserves products, we obtain 
m 
= ( I( 4 p+q=r m - b’- ‘)i(x,--pxF)(x~-il-r+q,xi”q) 
= t,_, 
i 
m - (I - r) 
r i 
xom-lx;_ 
From this identity it may be obtained by induction on k that 
(X,“-kX,k)(X,“-(l-k)X:_k)=a Xmp’X: (O<Z<m O<k<Z) kl 0 1, \\. 
(7) 
Finally, we are ready to prove that the multiplication table of A is given 
(2). If n = 1 the assertion follows from (7). If n > 1, we use (5) to obtain 
(X~-pXU‘)(X~-qXir)= yX~-(P+q)X1QX”* and then that y = (Y~,~+~ by (7). 
Now, the result follows directly from the identity (6). n 
REMARK. For further use, we note that 
t,+a,,=l+f(k) (2 < k < m), (6) 
and so a point P is in Ho if and only if tk + akk = 1 (2 < k < m). In order to 
obtain this fact, one proves first by induction on s that 
ask=(~)pls&)r( 
m-(k-s) m-(k-s+r) 
r=O 
T j( s_-T j(tk-s+r-tk) 
and then uses the identity (4) with p = q = 0. 
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3. IDEMPOTENTS. SEQUENCES OF PLENARY POWERS 
The idempotents in G(n + 1,2m) were determined by Gonshor [7, p. 
3381. Here, we determine the idempotents of any algebra in f&,. Given 
arbitrary real numbers a ia,. . . , (I “,,, let F be the set of the elements e = Xr 
+ u,+ ... +u,(ui~x)with 
u1 = aloX,m-‘X, + . . . + unoxyxn, 
s=(y)m? c A’oIX;-‘X; (2<r<m). (9) 
(i,*(= r 
By making use of the identity (4), it is easily seen that e is an idempotent, and 
so F is a n-parameter family of idempotents in any algebra in a. Further- 
more, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for F to be the set 
of rwnzero idempotents in A E a is that A E &. 
Proof, In order to get the sufficiency, we notice that any idempotent of 
A is constructed componentwise and that, in place of the condition required 
by Gonshor in [7, p. 3381, which is true for the limited class that he studied, 
we must have f(k) # 0 (2 < k < m). The necessity follows from the fact that 
if A @ !$ then we can construct the idempotent f 4 F as follows: f = X2 + 
ui + u,& + u-& + . . . ) where i=max{Z:t[+cx II = 1} (see the remark at the 
end of Section 2) ui is a nonzero element in Vi, and uri (r > 1) is defined 
recursively by uri = (1 - tri - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ n 
If A is any nonassociative algebra over an arbitrary field, we define the 
plenary powers x rkl of an element x in A as follows: x[ll = x ~(~~‘1 = ~[~]r[~j. 
Theorem 4.19 in [12, p. 801 applies to G(n + 1,2m), and then we may assert 
that the sequence of plenary powers of any element of weight 1 in G( n + 
1,2m) converges to an idempotent. This means that the gene distribution 
approaches a equilibrium distribution. The theorems about convergence of 
plenary powers in genetic algebras (see [12, p. 1021) do not apply to all 
algebras in our class !& For these algebras we may easily verify the following 
theorem of convergence. 
PROPOSITION 5. The sequence of plenary powers of the element Xz + v1 
+ . . . + v,, (vi E v]:) of any algebra in 52, converges to the idempotent 
determined by vl. 
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4. AUTOMORPHISMS. a-ALGEBRAS 
For any A in Q, A* is a subgroup of the automorphism group of A 
(Proposition 2). The following theorem shows that, for algebras in Q2,, A* is 
the whole group. 
THEOREM 6. The automorphism group of any algebra in at, is A*. 
Proof. Let A E Q2,. We must prove that any automorphism 1c/ of A is an 
a-operator. It is well known that any genetic algebra has a unique weight 
function [12, p. 361; then wJ, = w. Since J/(X;) is an idempotent, we may 
write +(X~)=X~+ul+ *-* +um, where u, (1~ T < m) is given by (9) 
(Proposition 4). 
We write $J(X~-~X~,)=~~+ ... + u, (USE V) and apply J/ to the 
products X~(X~-‘Xi,) and (X~-lXil)X~ to obtain {t, - tl+k}ul+k = 
E=lW+k-r ad {all- a~+k,l+k >U l+k=C5= l~l+k-rur (16 k Q m - 1). 
Write ui = ~~_ia,ilX~-lX,. If t, z tl+k we use induction to get 
ul+k = {t, - t,,,} -lrnpk il( T)( Tr,l)%+Lr 
i.e., 
by the identity (4), where the sum is taken over all i;, i; with Ii,*] = k, 
Ii:1 = 1. In the cse aI1 # (Yl+k,l+k, this last identity is obtained by a similar 
argument. Now, note that t, = tl+k and ai1 = (Yi+k,i+k do not occur simulta- 
neously; for if this were the case we would have tl+k + al+k,l+k = t, + aI1 = 1 
and so f(1 + k) = 0 by (8). 
Next, we shall describe the action of 4 on V, (2 < 2 Q m). We may assume 
as our induction hypothesis that #(X~-rXi, * * * Xi,) = w, + . . . + 20, (1 Q r 
-C Z), where 
wr+k=m 
CA’~‘A~/, . . . Ai,(x;-(r+k)xii+ “’ +C’ 
(O~k~rn-r) (11) 
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(the sum is taken over all i,*, if (1 d t < r) with Ii,*1 = k, IiF1 = 1). We notice 
that aPl =0 (l<p<Z) implies t,=t,= ... =t, and so f(Z)=O. We may 
then choose a p such that 1~ p < I and aPl Z 0. From 
(x,“‘-pxi,‘.‘xi,)(X~-qXil I’..Xi,)=Up,X,“-“Xi,...Xi, (4=Z-p) + 
we get (xP + .a* +x,)(y, + ... + y,) = apl(z, + ... + zm), where 
#(xgm--pxi, . . * Xi,) = xp + f.. + rm, $qx~-qxi,+I . . f Xi,,) = yq 
+ . . . + ym and Ic/(X7-lXil.. . Xi,) = zi + . *. + z, (xi, yi, zi E vi). It fol- 
lows that z, = 0 (1~ s < Z), z~+~ = aplrC~,a~~+~y~+~_~, and then the induc- 
tion hypothesis and the identity (4) yield 
2 I+k = m 
xA’gAi/, . . . Aii(x;-(l+k)_yi,L+ ... +i;, 
where the sum is taken over all i,*, it* with Ii,*] = k, Ii:1 = 1 (1~ t < I). 
Therefore, there corresponds to 1c/ a real matrix (a i j)l G i, j G “. We set 
a oo- - 1, a, j = 0 (1 G j q n), and a = (ai .). From what we have proved it 
follows that # = a*. It remains to prove tkatdeta#O. Denoteby b=(bij) 
the matrix associated to JI with respect to the basis X. It is easy to see that 
det a is a factor of det b and so det a # 0. n 
In particular, we have: 
COROLLARY 7. The automorphism group of the gumetic algebra G(n + 
1,2m) is isomorphic to A(n). 
It follows from the precedent theorem that our class of bark algebras Q2, 
is a subclass of the class of a-algebras defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, wi) be a bark algebra. A is called an a-algebra if it 
admits a basis Y = {Yom-P Y’*: ]i*] = p, 0 < p f m} such that: 
(i) wi(YT) = 1, w~(Y~-~Y’*) = 0 (1 < p < m); 
(ii) for all a = (ai j) in A(n), the linear operator defined by 
Y,m-PY. 
‘1 
. . . Yip’ i{i( m i p)m-k~Aij~~. . . k[y;-(p+k)yiol+ ... +i; 
[the sum is taken over all multiindices iz, i: (1 Q t G n) such that ($I= k, 
Ii:! = l] is an automorphism of A, and any automorphism of A has this form. 
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Such a basis Y is called an a-basis. 
Let (A, wi) be a baric algebra, and Y = { Yom-PY”‘: Ii*1 = p, 0 < p Q m} 
be a basis for A verifying condition (i) above. The linear map defined by 
YnI-pyi’ 
0 -+ X,“-PX” is an isomorphism between A and the baric algebra A’ 
whose multiplication table with respect to X is the same as the multiplication 
table of A relative to Y. Now, it is clear that A is an a-algebra and Y is an 
a-basis if and only if A’ is an a-algebra and X is an o-basis. Then, if A is an 
a-algebra, we have that the automorphism group of A’ is A* and thus A’ is a 
member of !J (proposition 3). We have proved: 
PROPOSITION 8. Any a-algebra has an isomorphic copy in 9, and so it is 
a genetic algebra. 
It follows from the preceding proposition that in order to classify all 
a-algebras it is enough to classify the a-algebras that are in Q. 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF (U-ALGEBRAS: m < 5, n ARBITRARY 
In this section, we obtain a classification of all a-algebras in Q (and then 
of all a-algebras, as we have already noticed), when m < 5. 
We already know that a,, is a subclass of the class of all a-algebras. As we 
shall prove in the present and next sections, this subclass is proper in the case 
m > 4. Thus, in order to obtain all a-algebras in the cases m = 4,5, we shall 
adjoint to Q2, two new class of algebras, namely, Q2, and I& defined by 
52,= {A(P):PHZ,}, a,= {A(P):PEZ&}, 
where 
We shall need the following 
LEMMA 9. ZfA(P) is an cx-algebra nd m > 1, then f(m) # 0. 
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Proof. Suppose the contrary: f(m) = 0. Thus, the identity (8) yields 
47l+ %, = 1. It follows that Xr + o,, where u, E V,, o, # 0, is an 
idempotent. A direct verification shows that the linear operator that maps X;;l 
into X2 + 2),, and restricted to Vr@ . . . @V,, is the identity operator, is an 
automorphism of A(P). Clearly, this automorphism is not an a-operator; a 
contradiction. n 
1. m = 1,2,3 
THEOREM 10. Assume 1 Q m < 3. The algebra A E G is an a-algebra if 
and only if A E 52,. 
Proof. Suppose that A(P) is an a-algebra. We must prove that P E H,. 
In the case m = 1 we have nothing to prove since H = H,. If m > 1, we have 
f(m) # 0 by the preceding lemma; hence, f(2) f 0 in the case m = 2, and 
f(3) # 0, f(2) = $f(3) # 0 in the case m = 3. Thus, in any case P E H,. n 
In the case m = 1, the a-algebras have the following characterization: 
PROPOSITION 11. Let (A, ol) be a n + ldimensionul bark algebra. The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an a-algebra; 
(ii) any nonsingular linear operator of A that preserves o1 is an automor- 
phism. 
Proof. (i)-(ii): Let Y= {Y,,..., Y,, } be an o-basis. If 1c/ is a nonsingular 
linear operator of A and wi$ = oi, then Jl(Y,) = Y, + a,,Y, + . . . + anOY,,, 
#(Yj) = aIjY1 + . . . + anjY, (1~ j < n), for some a = (aij) in A(n). Hence, 
4 is an automorphism. 
(ii)=,(i): Let Y= {Y,,..., Y,,} be a basis of A such that w,(Y,)= 1, 
wr(Y.) = 0 (1~ j < n). By hypothesis, any linear nonsingular operator $ that 
has &e form 
+(Y,)=Y,+a,,Y,+ ... +a,,Y, 
[a = (aij) in A(n)] (12) 
is an automorphism of A. Then, A* is a subgroup of the automorphism group 
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of A’, the algebra at the end of Section 4. It follows that A’ is in L? 
(Proposition 3) and so A’ is a genetic algebra; we may conclude thus that A is 
also a genetic algebra. But as we noticed in the proof of Theorem 6, in a 
genetic algebra any automorphism preserves weight. Thus, any automorphism 
of A is of type (12); Y is a a-basis. n 
COROLLARY 12. Let (A, wl) be a commutative bark algebra of dimen- 
sion n + 1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i’) A = G( n + 1,2); 
(ii) any nonsingular linear operator of A that preserves weight is an 
automorphism. 
Proof It is easy to verify that condition (i) of Proposition 11 is equiv- 
alent to condition (i’). n 
The result we have just pro&d improves a theorem of Gonshor [7, p. 3331 
that asserts: G( n + 1,2) is characterized by the property that any linear 
mapping of the algebra into itself which preserves weight also preserves 
multiplication. 
II. m = 4 
THEOREM 13. Assume m = 4. The algebra A E 62 is an a-algebra if and 
only if A E &?, U fi2,. 
Proof. Let A E ill. Let o be an automorphism of A. We sha.U prove that 
it is an a-operator. Denote by vi, ui, wi, zi, yi, respectively, the Vi-components 
of #(x,‘), #(‘,3’i,)> #(x,2xi,xi2)9 ~(xOxi,xi2xi,)~ #(xi,xi2xi3xi4)* If, for 
example, i, = i, and i, = i,, we write yjil*iz*il’ iz) instead of vi. In the 
calculation that follows, we shaU use several identities involving these compo- 
nents; all of them are easily obtained from the fact that $ preserves 
multiplication. We have (Xi + o1 + v2 + v3 + v4)(z1 + z2 + ~3 + zd) = &(z, 
+ z2 + z3 + z4). Thus, (t3 - t&z, = 0 and (5 - t,)z, = 0, and so z1 = z2 = 0. 
Analogously, (t4 - t,)y, = 0, (t4 - t,)y2 = 0, (& - QY~ = 0, (~4 - a,,)~, = 
0, (a44 - n,,)y, = 0, (a‘$4 - CY~) y, = 0; it follows that (tl - 2t, + t4)yi = 0 
and so y,=O (i=1,2,3). From (w,+w,+w,+~,)(z,+~,)=0 we get 
wlzg = 0; similarly, z3w1 = 0. If z3 = 0 then (a= - aU)zq = z~z)~ = 0 and 
(t3 - t,)z, = vlzg = 0; we obtain thus (tl - 2t, + t,)z, = 0 and so zq = 0. 
This shows that z3 # 0, since $(XOXi,Xi,Xi,) f 0. Therefore, w1 = 0, since 
a14 + a34 = - ;(t, - 2t3 + t4) f 0. 
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Write ws = C~,j=r&jX~XiXj and wF,>‘~~’ = E!’ I,J=1j3,‘iX~XiXj. From 
a%y,, = w~u.IB~~‘~~) it follows that y4 = Cy, j,k,r=lPijP;IXiXjXkX1, since (y24 
= i(t, - 2t, + t4) # 0. In particular, for is = ii, i, = i,, we obtain 
y:il,i2.iI.i2)= 
i: PijPklxixjxkxl’ (13) 
i,j,k,l=l 
On the other hand, we have (ai4 + (~~)y$~l,~“,~l’~z) = u~z~z,~I,~~) + zsui, 
a13z3 = U1wr~Si3), and a 2323 = w2u(11,). Then, since ai3 = - a23 = fr(ti - ts) 
# 0, we get ( ai4 + (~~)yi~l, Lil, it) = ar&lui( Uiiz)wz) + a&l( w,t~,)u~~) = ( ai4 
+ (Y~~)C~,~,~,~=~U,~,U~~~P~~X~X~X~X~, where aii, is the coordinate of ui in 
the direction of X:X,. But since ai4 + (Ye = i( - t, +2t, - t4) # 0, we have 
then yi’~. i2, il, i2) = C~,j,k,I_luii,uji,PklXiXjXkXI. This last identity together 
with (13) yield Pkr(Pij - uii,aji,) = 0 (1 d i, j, k, 1~ n). If w2 = 0, then 
y;il. i2,rl,iz) = 0 and so +!(Xi,Xi2Xi,XiJ = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, there 
exists k,, 2, such that flk,l, # 0, and this implies pij = uii,u jig. It fohows that 
w2 = i: Uii,Uji,X,2XiXj, 
n 
z3= C uri,“ji2uki3XOXiXjXk~ 
i,j=l i,j,k=l 
Y4= 2 uii,aji,uki,uli,XiXjxkx~~ 
i.j,k,l=l 
wg= i i j~_luiOujiLukinXOxixjxk~ 
1 , 
(14) 
where a,, is the coordinate of vi in the direction of X:X,. The expression for 
wa is obtained from (ti - t&s = v1w2 [since (his = f(t, - ts)], while zq is 
obtained from (ts - t,)z, = vlzg and (1 - ts - q4)zq = .z3vl [since 1 - t4 - 
(Y@ = 4(a,, + (Y& = 2( - t, + 2t, - &)I. 
If us = C;, j,lyijX$XiX ., from (~iaz~ = uiwa + u2wz we obtain (‘yij 
- $z~,,u~~,)/~~~ = 0 (1~ i, 1, *f , Z< n), since &i3 - $yi4 = i(tl - 2t, + t4) and 
(ys4 = i(t, - 2t, + t4). Then, yij = iui,u jil (1~ i, j < n) and we get 
3 n 
us = -4 c uioujilX~XiXj 
t,J=l 
(15) 
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Since f_xis = $(t, - ts) = 0, we have uius + ~2” + usur = 0 and thus (168, jk - 
3ai,a jOuki,)ali, = 0, where aijk is the coordinate of us in the direction of 
X,XiXjX,. If ui = 0 then aii, = 0 (1~ i < n) and so ws = 0, a contradiction. 
It follows that exists an 1, such that all,, # 0 and thus aijk = &ai,u jouki,. We 
have proved 
u3 = i i j$_ l”iOu jO”kilX()XiXjXk. 
3 , 
Analogously, from (ti - t,)u, = oius + z)sur we obtain 
3 n 
0s = jj c Ui,Uj,X~XiXj 
r,t=l 
and so 
l i w4=i6i j k lcl uiO”jOukiluIizXiXjXkx~~ , , , 
(16) 
(17) 
08) 
since (1 - t, - (Y44)w4 = olw3 + osws + ws2)i + ws2)s. 
Now, adding the identities (ti - t4)u4 = 01u3 + usus + 03u1 and (1 - t, - 
(Y~~)u~ = u30i + usvs + u103, we get u4 = +Cv t,j,k,l=l e ijk”li,XiXjXkXI’ where 
e, jk is the coordinate of v3 in the direction of X,X,X,X,. The expression for 
u4 and the first of these identities yield Biik = ~uiOuiouk, (1~ i, j, k < n). 
Therefore, 
03=fi j~~~UiO”jo”kOxOxiXjxk~ 
, . 
l 2 u4 = Yj 
4 
uiO”jOukOulilXiXjXkX~~ 
i j k I=1 , 3 . 
l 2 v, = 7 
4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i jkl=l , 7 . 
(19) 
The last identity is obtained from (tr - t, - e4)04 = oiv3 + vz + v3v1. 
From the identities (13) to (19) we may conclude that 4 = u* [a = (uij), 
U oo- - 1, a, j = 0 (1~ j < n)] and, as in the proof of Theorem 6, that 4 is an 
aoperator. And now A is an a-algebra by Proposition 2. 
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Conversely, let A E G? - G2, be an a-algebra. We have that A = A(P), for 
some P E H - H,. This means that f(k) = 0 for some k. Since f(4) f 0 
(Lemma $I), we have f(2) = f(3) = 0, i.e., t, = t,. Then, t, - 2t, + t4 = $(4) 
# 0. Finally, we state that t, # t,; otherwise, we may construct an automor- 
phism J/ that is not an a-operator by setting $(X,4) = Xi + X:X: - AX!, 
J/(X,3Xi) = x;xi, Ic/(X,2XiXj) = x;xixj - jjXfXiXj, $(X”XiXjX,) = 
X,X,X,X,, $.(X,X,X,X,)= X,X,X,X, (1 Q i, j, k, 1 f n). Therefore, P E 
H,, i.e., A E Q2,. n 
III. m = 5 
LEMMA 14. Zf P is a point of Hb, then A(P) is an a-algebra. 
Proof. Since no new technique is involved, we indicate only the essential 
steps. We preserve the notation of Theorem 13 and denote by xi the 
&component of #(Xi, * *. Xi,). 
Assume that t, + t3 and t, # t4. From (X,” + o1 + . . . + us)(y, 
+ . . f + ys) = t4(y1 + . * . + ys) it follows that (t4 - t,)y, = 0, (t4 - t,)y, = 
ulyl, and (t4 - t,)y, = ulyz + vzyl. Simflarb, (Q - Q-JYS = YZ~,+ ~1%. 
Then yi = y2 = ya = 0, since t3 = t, implies a44 - cxas = 2(ti - ts) f 0. Analo- 
gously, we have zi = z2 = xi = x2 = x3 = x,=O.Ontheotherhand, w1y4=0 
and y4w1 = 0. If y4 = 0 then (t4 - t,)y, = 0 and (cxd4 - aSS)ys = 0; so y5 = 0, 
since tid4 - as5 = - 3(t, - 25 + t4) # 0 if t, = t,. But since $(Xil . . . Xi,) # 
0, we necessarily have y, z 0. Therefore, w1 = 0. 
Write W2=C~,j=,PijX~xiXj, Z3=C~,j,k=1YijkX02XiXjXk. Sm3 a14+ 
a34 = - ?!(tl - 2t, + t4) # 0, we see that cx14 Z 0 or cx34 + 0. If al4 + 0, from 
(a15 
+ a45)x5 = u1yji2.....i5) + y4i1.....i5)u1 = (Y141[U1(Uji2)ZQi3.i,‘i,)) + 
(u~z)z~3~i4.i5))u1] we obtain 
X5= aii,aji,yfj;‘4,‘5)XiXjXkXIX,. (20) 
i,j,k,l,p=l 
In the case oi4 = 0, we have lyM + 0 and (20) is obtained by a similar 
argument. On the other hand, ( 02s + a3s)x5 = w~.z~‘, i4x “) + zy3, i4, i”)Wz 
yields 
since as5 + o35 = &(t, - 2t, + t4). We use this last identity together with (20) 
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w2= 2 Uii,Uji,X~XiXj. 
i,j- 1 
Now, 
Y4 = uii,Yj(kl 
i, j,k,l=I 
‘2.‘d4’X,XjXjXkX,, 
since (aI4 -t- a,)y, = u12$2’i3~i4)+ zQiz2i33i4)U1. Also, cfM = +(t, - Zt, + t4) 
f 0, and thus aS4y4 = wzwg3si4) yields 
y4=~7.j,k,l-l a a .( a a x,x,x,x,x,. ii, ltp klg II, 
Hence 
‘3= i j~~~“ii~uji,uki,x,2xixjx*) 
3 , 
Y4 = i 
i,j.k,l-1 
aii,a jipaki,ali4xOxixjxkxl~ 
From (t4 - t, + a44 - a,)~, = v1y4 + y4vl 
vlzg + zgvl it follows that 
and (t3 - t4 f (~3 - (~~~155~ = 
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cY, j,k,I,p=l(&aiOa .i,- ieij> 
di 
uki ali,a,,,XiXjXkXIX,, where eij is the coordi- 
nate of u2 in the rection of iiXiXj. We have thus 
4 n 
u2 = - c u&l ji*x,3xixj. 
’ i,j=l 
Analogously, from aMy (iI. iz, il,iz) = w2w3 + w3w2 we obtain 
Wg = : i j$_ l”iOu jilukilX,2XiXjX/C; 
3 , 
u3= s i j~~IuiOujDuki,x~xixjx/c~ 
I , 
4 i u4=5”i j k I=1 ui,” j~"~~u~~,X~X~XjX~X~~ 
1 1 9 
from u1w4 + u2w3 + u3w2 + w4U1 + w3U2 + w2U3 = ((YI3 + (Y23)Z~1xi1siz)= 0, 
from (1 - t4 - a44)w4 = 01w3 + w3u1 + v2w2 + wzz+, 
2 I7 
O2= 5 y_ uiCJ”joX~XiXj9 
l,J--1 
since 1 - t4 - a4 = - 2(t, - 2t3 + t4); from (1 - t4 - (Y4)u4 = U1u3 + v2u2 
t u3u1 + ugul+ u&7 + u1u.3, 
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Now, a direct calculation shows that from v4 = (1 - t, - odd)- ‘( vivs + vg 
+ Vi), Us = (1 - t, - (Y5,Ji(V1Uq + V& + VsU2 + V‘$Ui + U4V1 + usv2 + 
U&&s + UiQ), 2)s = (1 - t, - cL&‘(v,v, + vavs + v3v2 + v,v,), ws = (1 - t, 
- (Yss)-i(viw,# + vsws + vswa + WdVi + w3v2 + w,v,), 25 = (1 - t, - 
(~~)-~(viz~ + v2z3 + zqvl + z3v2) [note that 1 - t, - (y55 = - 5(t, - 2t3 + 
t4)], we obtain, respectively, 
1 
v5 = - C”iOujOukOulOupOXiXjxkxlx~ 
54 
(1~ i, j, k, I, P Q h), 
1 
z5 = - &pj,ukipli2u,i3XiXjXkX~X,. 
52 
In the case t, = t, or t, = t4, the proof is analogous. W 
THEOREM 15. Assume m = 5. The ulgebm A E D is an a-ulgebru if and 
only if A E a,, U i’i2. 
Proof. Let A E D - Q2, be an o-algebra. We have that A = A(P) for 
some P E H - H,, and so f(k) = 0 for some k, 2 Q k < 5. Since f(5) # 0 
(Lemma 9), 3f(2) = 2f(3), and f(2) = f(3) = f(4) = 0 implies f(5) = 0, we 
have two possibilities: f(2) = f(3) = 0, f(4) # 0, or f(2) + 0, f(3) Z 0, f(4) = 
0. In the first, t, = t, and t, - 25 + t4 # 0. In the second, t, # t,, t4 = 2t, - 
3t2 + Zt,, and condition (iv) of Theorem 17 (below) yield 4t, - 4t2 + ts - t, f 
0; also from f(5) # 0 we obtain t, - Zt, + t4 f 0. Then, in any case, P E H,, 
i.e., A E !J2. Conversely, suppose that A E Q2, A = A(P). If P E H& then A 
is an a-algebra by Lemma 14. In the case P E Hl, the hypothesis and 
conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 17 are satisfied, and thus A is an a-algebra. W 
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6. FURTHER EXAMPLES OF a-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we obtain a method of constructing a-algebras of &men- 
sion 
(m,+n)y ma5, 
that are not in the class Q2,. 
We preserve the notation of Section 5. Denote by #k (k = 1,2,3) the 
linear operator of A(P) (P E H) that acts as a* [a E A(n)] except when 
*VII = 0 in the case k = 1; when u,,_~ = 0, 0, = - [f(m)]-‘C~~~%,q,~, in 
the cases k = 2,3; when 
n 
%I = 2m-(m-‘) C C &Jaii,XiifXi 
lio*l= nr - 1 i = 1 
in the case k = 2; and when u, = 0 if t, = t,, or till = a,,,,,,, and 
u,= [l-m(t,-tt,)plcv,p,,.,] C 5 A’daii,X”Xi 
li,‘j=m-1 i=l 
if t,f t,, a11 =+ %?n 
in the case k = 3. 
With the aid of the identity (4) we obtain by straightforward calculation 
the following 
LEMMA 16. Assume m > 5. Let P in H be such that f(s) # 0 (1 G s f m, 
s f m - 1) and f(m - l)= 0. Then #k is an automorphism of A(P) in the 
ca.se where t, = t,, (Ye = a,,,,,,, and k = 1; t, = t,,_l, al,,, + a,,_ 1 m = 0, and 
’ k=2; or~~~,,,(t~-t,,,)-~~,,,_~,,,(q~-0~,,,,)=0, andk=3. 
THXOREM 17. Assume m 2 5, and let P E H be such that f(s) Z 0 
(l<s<m-l)adf(m-l)=O. ThenA(P)isan aalgebraifandonlyif 
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the following conditions are satisfied: 
(0 f(m) # 0, 
(ii) tz # t, or aa # amm; 
(iii) t,#t,_, malm+a,_l ,#O; 
09 s(t, - t,) - (Y,-~,~(& - a,,) + 0; 
(9 ff p,m-lZO forsmwp(l<pdm-1). 
Proof. =: Denote by +L an automorphism of A(P). As in the proof of 
Theorem 6, we have $(XF-pXi*)= a*(XrppXi*), 2 < p < m, #(Xr)= X2 
+ 01 + *.* +v,, l+b(xyxi,) = u1 + * *. + u,, Ic/(xpxi,xi2) = w2 
+ . . . + w,(ui, ui, wi E V,), where vk (1 =S k < m - l), ~i+~ (1~ k < m - 2) 
and Wa+k (1 Q k < m - 3) are given, respectively, by (9), (lo), and (11). 
If tz # t,, from (tz - tm)w, = C~~%qq,_, and (4), we obtain 
wnl 
= m-(m-2) c t Aga ,i,a jizXio*XiXj; 
lio*I=m-2 i,j=l 
if a22 + ff,,, this last identity is obtained by a similar argument. 
From #[X~(X~-l Xi,)] = $(X~)$(X~-‘Xi,) and $[(Xg-1Xi,)2] = 
[$J(X~-~X~,)]~ we obtain 
(tl - tm-l)u,,-l = m-(m-2)(m - l)(tr- t,_l) c 2 A$aii,X0Xi8Xi 
lio’l= m - 2 i = 1 
and 
blm + %-1,m )[(m-1)A~aii,-m’“~2~j.]aji,=0 (l,<j<n), 
where i* is the sum of ig with the multiindex whose sole nonzero coordinate 
is a 1 in the i-position, and pi. is the coordinate of u, _ i in the direction of 
X,X’*. Now, note that aiil = 0 (16 i d n) implies w, = 0 (2 Q r G m), and so 
the determinant of the matrix associated to 4 with respect to X is 0; a 
contradiction. This shows that exists a j, such that a j,i, z 0. Then, by 
condition (iii), it follows that 
u m-1 
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Next, we use identities J/[X:(Xr-‘Xi,)] = JI(X~)+!J(X~-~X~,), 
#[(X~-‘Xi)X~] = +(XF-‘X,)J/(X;), and (4) in order to obtain 
(tl-tm> = m-(m-‘)(tl-tt,-_~,_l,,) C 2 AvUii,Xi*Xi 
lio*l=m-1 i=l 
+ %-1,m c t yipii,Xio*Xi 
jio*l=m-1 i=l 
and 
(all- a** )u, = m-(“-‘)(a,, - a,, - maim) c f: A~aiilXi”Xi 
lin*l=m-1 i=l 
n 
+ ~lrn c c yi;aii,Xi~Xi, 
li$l=m-1 i=l 
where yix is the coordinate of v,_ 1 in the direction of X,X’;. Adding these 
last two identities, we obtain 
44 -l[%*(tl - CJ - %-l,m(%l - %nJ 
X(?r-‘yipn -(“-l)A~)aii,= 0, 
1 G i < n; thus, 
V m-1 
=m-(m-l) m 
i 1 m-1 c 
AiXxm-lxi; 
00 ’ 
lio*l= m - 1 
and then 
%I 
= m-(m-l) c i A$ii,X$Xi, v,= c Ai$JiO’. 
lidl=m-1 i=l ji$J = m 
Therefore, II/ = u* and, as in the proof of Theorem 6, we see that a E A(n). 
- : Conditions (i)-(iv) follow from Lemmas 9 and 16. Now, suppose that 
(Y~,~_~=O (l<p<m-1); it follows that t,=t,= ... =tm_l. Then, 
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an easy induction on r and the fact that 
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yield 
~,=(~)-l(-l),-l(tl--t,) (lgrgm). 
If m is odd, we have aim + (~,,_i,~ = 0; a contradiction by (iii). In the case 
where m is even, we have that J/3 (in Lemma 16) is an automorphism, as 
may readily be verified; a contradiction. n 
As an example, we note that P=(t,,t,,...,t,), where ~,=t,=t,_,=l 
and t, = 0 (k # 0,2, m - l), satisfies the hypothesis and conditions (i)-(v) of 
Theorem 17. 
7. REMARK 
The author has studied also the algebras that are obtained from a-algebras 
by duplication. These algebras are closely related to the zygotic algebra of a 
2m-ploid population with n + 1 alleles. Moreover, he proved a structure 
theorem for the derivation algebra of a-algebras and their duplicates, and 
obtained, in the case 1~ m < 5, a characterization of these algebras via 
derivations. The results will be published elsewhere. 
The author thanks his advisor Professor Roberto Costa for suggesting the 
research problem and a number of improvements on the first version of this 
paper. 
The author is most grateful to the refwee for his helpful comments on the 
presentability of this paper. 
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